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Expanded Memory for the HP Vectra ES
Personal Computer
This memory subsystem provides high-performance
expanded memory and extended memory support for HP
Vectra Personal Computer applications while maintaining
compatibility with industry standards.

by Gary W. Lum, Milton J. Lau, and Wesley H. Stelter

HE VECTRA ES EXPANDED MEMORY CARD iS A
memory subsystem consisting of a hardware card
and a software driver for the HP Vectra ES Personal

Computer. The key design objectives for this subsystem
were to:
r Conform to industry standards, including LIM EMS 3.2

and 4.0 (see box, page 61)
r Provide a high-performance expanded memory system

to support Microsoft@ Windows and the NewWave envi-
ronment

I Provide a high-performance memory system to support
extended memory applications (see box, page 62, for an

explanation of extended and expanded memory).

The design challenge was to provide superior perfor-
mance and yet remain compatible. Both LIM EMS 4.0 and
3.2 define a protocol for using expanded memory, but EMS
3.2 includes support of function cal ls 10 and tt ,  which
dictate a specific memory architecture, and several major
applications make use of them. These software functions
define not only the memory cards' I /O port addresses, but
the I/O data bit assignments as well. The memory card had
to conform to these definitions-a high-performance mem-
ory system that was not register-compatible with the LIM
EMS 3.2 specif icat ion would not meet our objectives. How
does one contribute within such a strict definition of com-
patibility?

The project team began by addressing the level of com-
patibility required by end-users. Clearly, full support of
LIM EMS 4.0 was a requirement for Microsoft Windows,
and because some major industry appl icat ions use LIM
EMS 3.2 functions 10 and 11, support ing these was also
necessary. Extended memory support was required for sup-
port of new operating systems, such as OS/2. None of these
applications specif ies a part icular mechanical configura-
tion of a memory card, or a maximum CPU or memory
clock speed. Research showed that customers wanted at
least 1M bytes of addit ional memory and required any up-
grades to be user-instal lable. Industry trends showed that
a maximum configuration of 6M to BM bytes would be
competitive in the next generation of memory cards. There-
fore, we required ful l  compatibi l i ty with LIM EMS 3.2 and
4.0, but had some freedom in the mechanical configuration,
memory configuration, and electrical performance of the
card.

Given these constraints, the ES expanded memory card

definition evolved into a card that provides the following
features:
t IOOoh compatibility with LIM EMS 4.0 and 3.2
I Daughter board configuration that does not take up a

standard Vectra I iO slot.
I  Up to BM bytes of expanded or extended memory
r User-installable memory upgrades
r All BM bytes of memory running at the same memory

speed as the Vectra ES motherboard memory
I EMS 4.0-specif ic hardware for superior expanded mem-

ory performance.
Each of these features adds capability to the Vectra ES

Computer, yet does not compromise the required compati-
bility models. A proprietary motherboard/memory-card in-
terface was defined that makes the BM-byte memory array
appear to the 80286 CPU as motherboard memory. Since
the new LIM ENIS 4.0 function cal ls do not specify a
hardware architecture, proprietary high-performance cir-
cuitry was designed to assist these cal ls. Surface mount
logic ICs and the latest DRAM technology al low both the
new logic and an BM-byte memory array to fit on a single
card.

Hardware Architecture
The ES expanded memory card is partitioned into three

major blocks (Fig. 1): a single BM-byte DRAM array, ex-
tended memory logic, and expanded memory logic. The
extended and expanded logic blocks are two independent
memory systems. Separate extended and expanded mem-

Oala Control Address

12-MHz 80286 Processor Interface

Fig.'1. Block diagram of the Vectra ES expartded memory
card

VALID_EXT_ADRS
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ory addresses are generated each memory cycle, and one
is chosen depending on the type of cycle (defined by the
state of the highest microprocessor address lines).

The BM-byte DRAM array is organized as four indepen-
dent 2M-byte banks (the reason for this is explained later).
Each bank is 18 bits wide-16 bits of data and 2 parity
bits-which allows a minimum memory configuration of
2M bytes, with upgrades in ZM-byte increments. On-board
logic handles all timing and refreshing for the memory
array. Each bank can be assigned to either expanded or
extended memory via DIP switches, so the user can specify
a combination of both kinds of memory.

The extended memory logic is straightforward (Fig. 2).
Comparators and DIP switches define a starting address
and an ending address on any 1M-byte boundary. These
signals generate VALID-EXT-ADRS, which is used in a lookup
table to determine which of the four physical memory
banks is used. Any memory bank not assigned in the lookup
table is considered to be expanded memory, allowing a
combination of both extended and expanded memory. DIP
switches define all extended memory parameters, since
extended memory must be defined at system power-up,
before any software driver can configure the card.

The expanded memory logic, shown in Fig. 3, is consid-
erably more complex. Four logically independent banks of
eight map tables each,* bank-switching logic, and a set of
I/O registers make up this block. The I/O registers are used
to configure the bank-switching logic and update map table
contents. Once the map tables are programmed, they begin
managing the expanded memory pages vvhenever memory
addresses are presented to the board.

Since the card is register-compatible with EMS 3.2, both
the I/O port locations and the bit definitions were pre-
defined. To provide EMS 4.0 with the ful l  mapping capa-
bility it requires (it allows programs to address up to 32M
bytes of expanded memory), a map table of 64 entries was
defined. Each entry corresponds to a 16K-byte block in the
MS@-DOS 1M-byte address space. With this structure, any
open 16K-byte block can be mapped with expanded mem-
ory, which gives applications the ability to manipulate
much larger amounts of expanded memory than the 64K
bytes available in EMS 3.2. When expanded memory is
used to backfill user memory, an operating environment
can manage several concurrent applications by simply

.As exgialned later,  there are eight tables per bank so the card can run eight tasks belore

requlr ing software mapping

Fig.2. Extended memory logic
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mapping in or out additional pages, rather than moving
programs off to disc. Special I/O decoding is used to place
the EMS 3.2-compatible I/O ports at their required address-
es, while making the additional 60 EMS 4.O-compatible
map table entries available via proprietary I/O ports.

Map Table Operation
A map table entry consists of a page enable bit and a

7-bit page offset. The page enable bit determines whether
the current table entry is active. It is necessary when mul-
tiple expanded memory cards are present in a system, The
page offset selects 1 of 1,28 16K-byte expanded memory
blocks, which limits each card to a maximum of zM bytes.
The basic operation of the map table is shown in Fig. 4.
When a memory address is presented to the map table, the
appropriate entry is selected. If the page enable bit is set,
then the corresponding expanded memory page is accessed;
otherwise, the bank-switching logic will not respond. In a
system that has two or more expanded memory cards, only
one page enable bit can be set for a given 16K-byte biock;
otherwise, memory contention occurs.

Because we wanted to support BM bytes, we needed a
way to select one of the possible 512 16K-byte expanded
memory blocks. The most straightforward approach was
to define the page offset to be 9 bits, which would select
L of. 5'12 expanded memory blocks.

However, this would make the I/O registers incompatible
with LIM EMS 3.2. Therefore, we decided upon a more
complex addressing scheme, which makes the card look
like four zM-byte expanded memory cards, as shown in
Fig. 5. Each of the four memory banks is defined as a logical
LIM EMS 3.2 board, each capable of addressing its respec-
tive 128 16K-byte expanded memory blocks. The bank-
switching logic simulates the parallel memory decoding of
four boards and generates a single address to the BM-byte

eanxz E V/6/q'

Fig.3. Expanded memory logic



memory array. To any expanded memory application, the
ES expanded memory card looks like four independent
2M-byte memory cards.

To improve EMS 4.0 performance within the EMS 3.2
compatibility model, new circuitry was developed. The
resulting capability is a superset of EMS 3.2, incorporating
multiple map tables, independent control of these map
tables, and a microprocessor interface that allows 72-MHz
memory operation anywhere within the 16M-byte address
range. Each of these capabilities is usable by software driv-
ers that know of their existence, such as the Vectra ES
expanded memory manager. Applications that write di-
rectly to I/O registers are not affected by the additional
circuitry.

Multiple map tables work onthe same principle as micro-
processor register sets. Rather than storing in memory an
image of an active register set when invoking a new task,
additional copies of the register sets are available, and can

be selected using a single instruction. Using data from the
HP Windows developrnent group, it was decided to imple-
ment eight map tables, allowing the card to run eight tasks
before requiring software mapping. Unique to bank 0 on
the expanded memory card are four additional default map
tables. These nonvolatile map tables are used at power-on,
and store different configurations of backfilled memory.
DIP switches are used to select the appropriate backfill
configuration. All map tables are controlled by two propri-
etary I/O registers, MTACTIVE and MTACCESS. MTACTTVE de-
fines which map table is used at execution time. MTACCESS
defines which map table is accessible, and therefore up-
dated, through the appropriate (and EMS 3.2-compatible)
I/O registers. The independent control allows a current task
to continue executing while a new task is being set up.

The Vectra ES motherboard memory is a 16-bit-wide
array operating at 12 MHz, with one wait state (249-ns
cycle timeJ. The objective of the ES expanded memory card

1M-Byte
Address Space

1024K 10 0000

F 8000

960K F 0000

E 8000

896K E 0000

D 8000

832K O 0000

c 8000

768K C 0000

B 8000

704K B 0000

A 8000

640K A 0000

I 8000

576K 9 0000

8 8000

512K I  0000

7 8000

448K 7 0000

6 8000

364K 5 0000

5 8000

320K 5 0000

4 8000

256K 4 0000

3 8000

196K 3 0000

2 8000

128K 2 0000

1 8000

64K 1 0000

0 8000
0 0000

128 16K-Byte
Expanded

Memory Pages
Fig.4. Map table operation

Map Table

2M-Byte
Expanded
Memory

PE = page enable
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was to operate its BM-byte memory array at the same speed

and memory width. Because of timing limitations in the

ESl1.z's industry-standard backplane, all memory accesses

are limited to B MHz with one wait state. Furthermore,

backplane memory can only be accessed as 16-bit  words

if an entire 128K-byte address range is programrhed for

16-bit  accesses, again because of t iming restr ict ions on the

industry-standard backplane. Because much of the 640K-

to-lM-byte DOS address range runs as B-bit  accesses, a

12BK-byte block may not exist, and consequently all back-
plane memory accesses may only be B-bit. Quick calcula-

tions showed that B-bit accesses at B MHz with one wait

state would not meet our performance goals. It became

clear that the ES expanded memory card could not operate

over the standard backplane, and a new proprietary connec-

tor was defined which al lows access to the local B0286

buses and control signals. The particular signals and buses

used are:
r The local 80286 data bus to provide 20 ns of additional

data setup time for a write to the expanded memory card.
I The local 80286 address bus to provide decoding 40 ns

earlier than available over the backplane. It is mainly

access to this bus that makes 16-bit ,  12-MHz memory

operation possible.
r Memory commands (MEM-READ, MEM-WRITE) directly

from the 80286 to generate memory timing signals (ReS,

cASl. This allows standard 100-ns DRAM to be used.

The use of local 80286 buses required new circuitry to

be added to the ES/rz motherboard. Because both mother-

board memory and the expanded memory card reside on

the local buses, direction corrtrol of data and address buffers

needed to be modif ied when memory accesses were in-

itiated by either DMA devices or backplane masters.

Hardware lmplementation
The Vectra ES expanded memory card is roughly the

size of a standard Vectra I/O card. Two proprietary edge

connectors are intentionally offset from standard backplane

connectors so users are mechanically prevented from in-

stalling the ES expanded memory card in a standard I/O

slot.
The BM-byte memory is implemented using 1M-byte

single in-line memory modules [SIMMs). Each SIMM has Handte 1
nine 1M x 1-bit .  100-ns CMOS DRAMs mounted on a small  Lotus

printed circuit board. The supporting circuitry is im-
plemented in discrete TTL and PALs. High-spccd (2s-ns)

SRAM is used to implement the 2048 map table entries
required for expanded memory. The nonvolatile map tables
are stored in high-speed PROM. Surface mount technology
is used wherever possible. Roughly 85% of the components
are surface mounted.

Software Driver Architecture
The Vectra ES expanded memory manager is a software

driver. It must be loaded before the expanded memory card
can be used. I t  is designed to be 100% compatible with the
LIM 3.2 and LIM 4.0 specif icat ions.

Al l  code was developed in 80286 assembly language

under the MS-DOS environment. The code is writ ten as a
standard character device driver and is installed during
normal ini t ial izat ion of MS-DOS. Although i t  does not per-

form any character I/O operations, it is identified with a
character device name, EMMXXXXO, and remains as a typical
terminate, stay resident program. The size of the resident
code is dynamic and varies with the amount of expanded
memory avai lable in the memory pool. This achieves eff i-
cient use of conventional memory to allow other huge ap-
pl icat ions to run. After ini t ial izat ion, the typical size of
the memory manager is about BK bytes when managing 4M
bytes of expanded memory.

The memory manager consists of three separate pieces

of  code:
r Init ial izat ion routines
I LIM 3.2 memory management functions
r LIM 4.0 mernory rnanagertettt functiotrs.

Initializing the expanded memory card requires five

tasks. The first is scanning the 1M-byte address range for

Hand le
Table

Lookup
Table

Hand le  0

MS.DOS

On-Board  Map Tab les ORAM Array
Handle 2

MS
Windows

203l"'l$,ili"1,'. ffiE ffi *'HE
DIP Swi tch
Selectable

@._M
ffiH.-@
@.-@

An application's view of the ES expanded memory

1 L IM EMS 4 .0
2M-Byte Board

l L I M E M S 4 O
2M-Byte Board

1 L IM EMS 4 .0
2M-Byte Board

Leng lh  i s  dynamic ,  de termined a t  the  t ime the
memory  manager  i s  loaded in lo  the  sys tem by  MS-OOS.

'///Z 
e.g.t owned by handle o, e g., MS-DOS

i f f i  pages  owned by  hand le  1 ,  e .g ,  Lo tus  l -2 -3

N eages owned by  hand le  2 ,  e  g  .  MS Windows 2  03

li! i ! i ! unattocated pages

6. Memory manager data structures
Fig. 5.
card

-
I - , l l l  \
I I L :
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unused 16K-byte blocks. These empty spaces are areas in
which pages of expanded memory can be mapped. The

spaces need not be contiguous and every available space
from the end of base memory through option ROM is scanned.
The algorithm uses a nondestructive read/write scheme to
check for RAM and the industry-standard AA55 checksum
for ROM. In cases where known areas of memory space are
being used for memory mapped I/O, an exclude option on
the driver command line prevents searching these blocks.

The second initialization task is setting up the map ta-
bles. To allow expanded memory to be mapped into various

16K-byte holes, the hardware needs to be told what pages

can be mapped. This is achieved by writing the expanded
memory page number into a map table. On power-up the
default map table is read from PROM and copied into one
of the eight SRAM map tables. During this procedure, the
expanded memory pages used to backfill MS-DOS memory
from 256K bytes to 640K bytes are marked and excluded
from the the expanded memory pool.

The third initialization task is identifying memory types.
Conventional memory on the expanded memory card is
identified by reading the default map table. The remaining
memory is either extended or expanded, and is determined
by using an overlapping algorithm. An ID byte is written
on every 16K-byte interval in extended memory. Then,
using expanded memory, every 16K-byte page is read. If
the expanded memory page contains the extended memory
ID byte, then the page is extended memory. Pages being
used as extended memory are marked so they do not get

allocated into the memory pool. The read/write test for
extended memory is nondestructive so that any extended
memory applications such as VDISK SYS will not be de-
stroyed.

The fourth initialization task is a memory test. The RAM
test is used to verify the memory's read/write ability. Any
16K-byte page that contains a bad memory location is
marked and not entered in the memory pool. This proce-
dure is also necessary during power-on to initialize the
DRAM parity checking circuitry.

Data Structure
The final initialization task is data structure setup. The

memory manager uses three data structures to control the
expanded memory pool (see Fig. 6). These are the handle
table, the lookup table, and the page table.

The handle table is used to store information about han-
dles and the pages they own. A handle is merely a token
used by the memory manager to identify an entry in this
table When applications request pages, a handle is re-
turned back to them so that when future requests to ma-
nipulate the pages are made, the owner of the pages can
be identified. One handle is returned for every request to
allocate pages from the memory manager. Each entry con-
sists of a pointer to the first page owned by the handle, the
number of pages owned by the handle, the context save
area, and the name of the handle (B bytes of ASCII).

The lookup table contains the N consecutive logical page
translation mappings that belong to a handle. Each element
is considered a logical page and contains a pointer to a
page table entry or a null entry if unused.

The page table contain two fields. The first field is used

to indicate that the page has been allocated and the second
field contains the physical address of the expanded mem-
ory page being used. The mapping of a page is finished
when this address is written into an entry in the currently
active map table.

The handle table is adjustable and can be programmed
by the user to allow up to 64 handles. The lookup and page
tables are dynamically determined by the amount of ex-
panded memory available. The more expanded memory
added to the card, the larger the data structure. This ap-
proach eliminates wasted space for unused entries because
of nonexistent expanded memory. Since the majority of
memory manager requests are allocating, reallocating, de-
allocating, and mapping expanded memory, a data struc-
ture is needed that handles the requests in an efficient
manner. At first a linked list was considered because it
provides a fast means of reallocating and deallocating mem-
ory pages; however, it would not be efficient for mapping
pages. An important realization was that almost all memory
manager activities after an application has been allocated
expanded memory involve mapping those pages so the
application can use them. Therefore, a lookup table was
chosen over a linked list because it is much faster for trans-
lating and mapping logical pages. Speed in mapping pages

LIM EMS 3.2 and 4.0

Lotus Dcvelopment Corporation, Intel Corporation, and Micro-
soft Corporation jointly deflned the original LIM Expanded Mem-
ory Specification (EMS) in 1984 This specification, at revision
3 2, al lows programs with an EMS 3 2 driver to use up to 8l\4
bytes of expanded memory for data storage LIM EMS 3 2 defines
a rather l imited bank-switching scheme, al lowing only four 16K-
byte blocks of expanded memory to be present at any one t ime
These four 16K-byte blocks, or pages, must be contiguous,
meaning that a single 64K-byte open space must be avai lable
lor bank switching This 64K-byte page window must reside
above user memory, typical ly at segments C800H, CC00H,
D000H, and D400H RAM discs, print spoolers, and certain pro-
grams (such as Lotus@ .1-2-3@ or AutoCAD'") make use of this
addit ional storage Early versions of LIM EMS include software
function cal ls that al low an application to write direct ly to the l /O
ports of the expanded memory card These cal ls are not
documented in revision 3 2, but they are supported

In August 1987, LIM EMS 4 0 was announced With 4 0, severai
l imitat ions of version 3 2 were removed EMS 4 0 al lows programs
to address up to 32M bytes of expanded memory, code as well
as data to be stored in expanded memory, and the functional i ty
of mult i tasking, which al lows mult iple appl icat ions, RAM discs,
and spoolers to run simultaneously in expanded memory Any
open 16K-byte block in the 1N,4-byte address space can be f i l led
with expanded memory

EMS 4 0 can run on expanded memory cards designed only
for EMS 3 2; only a new driver is required Such a system, how-
ever, wi l l  not make use of al l  the power of EMS 4 0, because the
new function cal ls can be accessed only by hardware cards that
have specif ic EMS 4,0 circuitry, such as backfi l l  capabil i ty or
mult iple map tables Map tables are the tool used by the ex-
panded memory manager driver to manage the bank switching
of expanded memory,
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is a priority, since operating systems, device drivers, and
interrupt subroutines also make calls to the memory man-
ager. Consider the following algorithm to map a logical
page using a linked list data structure:

while ( lookup+logical-page !: logical-page ) do {
lookup : lookuPnext /'traverse 'i

)
/' map the page '/

out( MAP-TABLE, page-table!ooku5>logical-pagel)

The translation from logical page to physical address
would have required an average of 64 traversals down the

Iinked list data structure for a 2M-byte card. This number
would double for every 2M bytes added to the system.

Using the lookup table data structure, the algorithm is
reduced to:

l' map a page'l
out( MAP_TABLE, page_table[ lookup[ logical-paSe ] I )

The translation from logical page to physical address
requires only two reads.

Expanded Memory Access
The LIM 4.0 functions provide an interface for operating

systems and/or applications to access expanded memory.

Each function is optimized for speed. The memory manager

is also reentrant so device drivers and interrupt service

routines can use expanded memory. An application re-

questing service from the memory manager would follow

these steps:
1. Request from the memory manager M logical pages of

expanded memory. The memory manager will scan the
page table entries for unallocated pages. When they are

found the lookup table is updated with M consecutive en-

tries pointing to the allocated pages. The number of pages

requested and a pointer to the first logical page are stored

in the handle table. A handle representing an entry to the

handle table is returned to the application.
2. Request the page frame address. There are always at
least four consecutive 16K-byte page frame windows avail-

able for mapping in the 1M-byte address space (to maintain

compatibility with LIM 3.2). The memory manager will

return the segment address of the first 16K-byte page frame.

3. Request to save the current page map. Since other appli-

cations may have already mapped expanded memory into

the page frame, the current mapping must be preserved.

The mapping is saved in the context save area of the handle

table.
4. Request to map a page. The application wil l  give the

memory manager a handle, a logical page, and a physical

page. From the handle and logical page, a physical address

of the expanded memory page will be translated. The map

table entry given by the physical page will be written with

this physical address, thus completing the mapping.

5. At this t ime the application can now read, write, and/or

execute code at the page frame address where the page is

currently mapped.
6. Request to unsave a page mapping. When the applica-

tion has completed its task with the mapped page it was

using, it must replace the original page mapping before

leaving. The memory manager will replace the old map-

pings that were stored in the context save area of the handle

table.
7. Request to deallocate pages. The memory manager will

deallocate pages belonging to the application by resetting

the allocated bit for each page in the page table. The lookup

table entries will then be cleared and adjusted for the de-

allocated pages. Each active handle will have its pointer

to the first logical page entry adjusted to the lookup table.

Other appl icat ions can then reuse the expanded memory

pages returned to the pool.

Performance Data
The data collected on ES expanded memory card com-

patibility and performance has been excellent. We have

not found any application or ut i l i ty using LIM EMS 3.2 or

4.0 that does not run on the ES expanded memory card.

In comparisons of a Vectra ES/12 with the ES expanded

memory card and an ES/t2 with a conventional expanded

memory card, the following data has been taken:

Expanded versus Extended
Memorv

Three kinds of memory can exjst in an MS-DOS personal com-
puter: conventional, extended, and expanded The physical
memory devices used are identical in al l  cases Only the access
mode dif fers

Conventional memory resides in the linear address space o{
an Intel microprocessor (B0BB, 8086, 80286, or 80386) running
MS-DOS This memory can be accessed direct ly by the 20 ad-
dress l ines of an 8088/6 Of this 1M-byte address space, the
lowest 640K bytes is allocated as conventional memory (also
referred to as user or base memory) Memory space between
640K bytes and 1 M bytes ls designated by the computer architec-
ture for video, hard disc, option ROMs, and other system uti l i t ies,
but there are normally areas in this 384K-byte memory that are
not used

Extended memory is the l inearly mapped memory above the
1M-byte memory space In a virtual-mode 80286 or 80386, up
to 15M bytes of extended memory can be accessed Because
MS-DOS does not support virtual mode, extended memory is
l imited to special ly writ ten ut i l i t ies such as RAM discs and disc
caches An 8088/6 cannot access any extended memory

Expanded memory is a method that al lows any Intel micropro-
cessor running IVS-DOS to access more than 1M bytes of mem-
ory This is accomplished by bank switching, in which .16K-byte

blocks (or pages) of expanded memory are mapped into some
or al l  of the empty spaces that occur in the 1M-byte memory
space An expanded memory specif icat ion (EMS) describes the
specif ic software cal ls that manipulate the bank switching

Most personal computers allow a portion of therr base memory
(which normally resides on the motherboard) to be disabled,
usually from 256K bytes to 640K bytes Although the disabled
memory is inaccessible, i t  al lows the more powerful expanded
memory to replace, or backfi l l ,  the disabled base memory This
capabil i ty is part icularly useful for support ing LIM EMS 4 0
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Application

WindowsPaint
Lotus@ 1-2-3@

Load Time from Disc to Memory and then provide added value without compromising that
model. The ES expanded memory card, with its high-speed
memory system, large memory size, and adherence to in-
dustry standards, is an example of added value within the
industry-standard marketplace.
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(seconds)

ESExpanded Conventional
MemoryCard Card

4 . 3  8 . 1
3 . 9  5 . 8

Given these results, we believe we have met our initial

design objectives. The performance differences in the above
data are attributable to the ES card's 16-bit memory access
anywhere in the address space, 12-MHz operation any-
where in the address space, use of the eight hardware map
tables, and optimized driver design.

Conclusions
The development of products for the industry-standard

marketplace is deceivingly difficult. Because "industry

compatible" is not always a cleanly written specification,
part of the design process is determining what aspects of
industry compatibility need to be considered. The chal-
lenge for product developers is to identify where contribu-
tions can be made within the nebulous compatibility model
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